Energetic cost of a meal in a frequent feeding lizard.
Specific dynamic action (SDA) describes the rise in metabolism following feeding in animals and represents the energetic cost of digesting and assimilating a meal. The overall energetic cost of feeding may depend on whether or not an animal is post-absorptive at the time of feeding. The aim of this study was to compare the energetic cost of SDA due to feeding frequently compared with infrequently in the eastern water skink, Eulamprus quoyii. For similar quantities of food, repeated feeding incurred an energetic cost equal to 8.8% of the metabolizable energy of the meal (25,220 J), while single feeding incurred an energetic cost of 9.4% of the metabolizable energy of the meal (26,072 J). Experimental lizards maintained a rise in (VO2) that was on average 1.8 times greater than the (VO2) of the unfed controls over a 50-h interval as a result of feeding frequently. This prolonged rise in metabolism resulting from frequent feeding does not result in a higher energetic cost of SDA compared with that resulting from infrequent single feeding.